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At the time of the earliest reconstructible dialectal divergences, which belong to the Late 
Middle Slavic period of my chronology (stages 7.0-8.0 of Kortlandt 1989a, 2003, 2008), 
the West Slavic languages represented the most conservative part of the Slavic dialects 
(cf. Kortlandt 1982b: 191 and 2003: 231). They did not share the early simplification of *ś, 
which had arisen from the second palatalization of *x, to s in South and East Slavic 
(7.3), e.g. OCS sěrъ ‘gray’, vьsь ‘all’, vьsa, vьsěxъ versus Polish szary, wsz-, Czech šerý, 
vš-. The Pannonian dialect of the Kiev Leaflets belonged to the South Slavic area at this 
stage. The West Slavic languages also did not share the palatalization of the clusters 
*kw, *gw, *xw to cv, (d)zv, sv in South and East Slavic (7.4), e.g. OCS cvětъ ‘flower’, 
(d)zvězda ‘star’, nom.pl. vlъsvi ‘magicians’ versus Polish kwiat, gwiazda, Czech květ, 
hvězda (cf. Vaillant 1950: 56). Moreover, the West Slavic languages did not share the 
loss of *t and *d before l in South and East Slavic (7.5), e.g. SCr. jéla ‘fir’, mòliti se ‘to 
pray’ versus Polish jodła, modlić się, Czech jedle, modlit se. This development affected 
central Slovak (cf. Krajčovič 1975: 30) and the dialect of the Kiev Leaflets, but did not 
reach the northern dialects of Slovene (cf. Greenberg 2000: 37) including the dialect of 
the Freising Fragments, nor some northern Russian dialects (cf. Vaillant 1950: 89). 
The spirantization of the ungeminated voiced affricate dz, which had arisen from the 
second palatalization of *g, to z in the larger part of the Slavic territory (7.7) did not 
reach the Lekhitic languages (Polish, Pomoranian, Polabian), nor some of the Bulgarian 
dialects, e.g. OCS loc.sg. no(d)zě ‘foot’, Polish nodze, Czech noze (cf. Vaillant 1950: 50). 
This is the oldest isogloss that cuts the West Slavic area into two parts. The spirantiza-
tion of the voiced velar stop g to γ, later h in a part of the languages, affected Czech and 
Slovak, Upper Sorbian, the western dialects of South Slavic (cf. Greenberg 2000: 140), 
and southern East Slavic, e.g. OCS gora ‘mountain’, Czech hora. This is the earliest de-
velopment which has its center in the West Slavic area. It may have spread slowly from 
west to east. The retraction of initial je- to o- and of ju- to u- (7.10) was limited to East 
Slavic, e.g. Russian ózero ‘lake’, útro ‘morning’, Polish jezioro,  jutro (cf. Kortlandt 
2006). The dissimilation of the phoneme /j/ in the word *tjūdj- ‘foreign’ (7.11) was lim-
ited to Serbo-Croatian tȗđ and Slovene tȗj and to the Pannonian dialect of the Kiev 
Leaflets and did not affect West Slavic, e.g. Polish cudzy, Czech cizí. 
The metathesis of liquids (7.12) preceded the rise of the new timbre distinctions 
(7.13) in South Slavic and Czecho-Slovak. It was accompanied by lengthening in South 
Slavic, including central Slovak (cf. Krajčovič 1975: 30) and the dialect of the Kiev Leaf-
lets. The lengthening also affected the rest of Czecho-Slovak except word-initially, 
where the metathesis was early and affected all Slavic languages. The apparent Com-
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of the fact that the glottal stop was still a segmental phoneme at the time of the metathe-
sis, e.g. Russian rálo ‘plough’, Czech rádlo < *àrʔdla, but Ukr. rilljá ‘field’, Cz. role < 
*arlь̀jaʔ, with Early Slavic loss of the pretonic laryngeal evidently preceding the initial 
metathesis. Since the territory where -tl-, -dl- were preserved is larger than the area 
where we find West Slavic ro-, lo- for South Slavic ra-, la-, leaving a transitional belt 
from western Carinthia through central Savinja and western Slovakia to Orava and back 
to the south, I am inclined to date the initial metathesis with lengthening in South 
Slavic before the loss of t and d before l (7.5). On the other hand, the preservation of the 
initial cluster after the metathesis in SCr. dlijèto ‘chisel’ suggests the converse chronol-
ogy for the metathesis in non-initial position. Thus, I tentatively reconstruct the follow-
ing chain of events: (1) lengthening before tautosyllabic resonants in South Slavic, (2) 
word-initial metathesis, (3) lengthening before tautosyllabic resonants in Czecho-
Slovak, (4) loss of t and d before l in South and East Slavic, (5) non-initial metathesis in 
South Slavic and Czecho-Slovak, (6) rise of the new timbre distinctions, (7) lengthening 
under the stress before tautosyllabic resonants in Polish and Sorbian, (8) non-initial 
metathesis in Polish and Sorbian, (9) Dybo’s law (8.7), e.g. Polish bruzda, Upper Sor-
bian brózda, Cz. Slk. SCr. brázda ‘furrow’. All of these developments preceded the loss 
of the acute tone (9.2) and the more recent lengthening of short rising vowels in Czech 
kráva and Upper Sorbian kruwa ‘cow’ (10.6), cf. Slovak krava, Polish krowa. The early 
simplification of palatals (7.3, 7.4) can perhaps be identified chronologically with the 
stages (1) and (2) reconstructed here and the development of syllabic liquids with stage 
(5). 
The rise of the new timbre distinctions (7.13) is the crucial pivot in the development 
of the Slavic vowel system. As a result of the early loss of glottalization in pretonic and 
post-posttonic syllables with compensatory lengthening of an adjacent vowel, e.g. in 
inst.sg. *sūnumì < *suʔnumì (5.3), glottalized vowels were limited to stressed and imme-
diately posttonic syllables, where they had the timbre of the corresponding long vowels. 
When glottalization was lost without compensatory lengthening in posttonic syllables 
at a later stage (7.13), the timbre distinctions between the short vowels and the acute 
“long” vowels became phonemically relevant, e.g. *wy̓dra ‘otter’, *sъ̏to ‘hundred’. This 
development was clearly more recent than the metathesis of liquids in South Slavic and 
Czecho-Slovak (7.12) but earlier than the non-initial metathesis in Polish and Sorbian, 
e.g. Czech kráva, Slovak krava, Polish krowa, Upper Sorbian kruwa ‘cow’, with secon-
dary lengthening in Czech and Upper Sorbian (10.6). 
As a result of the rise of the new timbre distinctions, the quantitative oppositions in 
pretonic syllables were rephonemicized as timbre differences, e.g. *glawa̓ ‘head’, *iga̓ 
‘yokes’. All pretonic vowels of this stage are reflected as short vowels in the historical 
languages, e.g. Czech ruka ‘hand’ < *rǫka̓, jazyk ‘tongue’ < *języ̓kъ, chladný ‘cold’, těžký 
‘heavy’, suchý ‘dry’, SCr. jèzik, hlàdnī, tèškī, sùhī, also dùžnīk ‘debtor’, gràdskī ‘urban’, 
rùčnī ‘hand-’, rùčnīk ‘towel’. The length in SCr. rúka was introduced from the barytone 
forms such as acc.sg. rȗku, while the original short vowel was preserved in the oblique 
plural form rùkama. Long vowels in posttonic syllables were not shortened, e.g. 
*òsnowā, inst.pl. *žènamī, where the long final vowel is reflected by the neo-circumflex 
tone of Slovene osnǫ̑va, ženȃmi (10.9). The alternation between short pretonic and long WEST SLAVIC ACCENTUATION  3
posttonic vowels in paradigms with mobile stress was removed by the generalization of 
the long vowel in Serbo-Croatian and the short vowel in West Slavic, e.g. SCr. gȍlūb ‘pi-
geon’, žȅlūd ‘acorn’, lȁbūd ‘swan’, ȍblāst ‘region’, Czech holub, žalud, labuť, oblast. The 
absence of neo-circumflex in Slovene pámet ‘intellect’, where accentual mobility was 
lost and the acute prefix was generalized (cf. Kortlandt 2005: 128), shows that this lan-
guage sided with its West Slavic neighbors here. The long vowel was retained every-
where if it did not alternate with a short vowel, e.g. SCr. mjȅsēc ‘month’, pȅnēz ‘coin’, 
jȁstrēb ‘hawk’, pȁūk ‘spider’, Czech měsíc, peníz, jestřáb, pavouk. These words had fixed 
stress on the laryngealized vowel of the first syllable. All languages have a short vowel in 
a suffix which contained a laryngeal, e.g. SCr. bògat ‘rich’, sr̀dit ‘angry’. 
The raising of the low nasal vowels ą, ą̈ to y̨, ę in South Slavic, e.g. OCS nesy(˛) ‘car-
rying’, xvalę ‘praising’, Old Russian nesa, xvalja (7.14), affected the dialect of the Kiev 
Leaflets and the dialect of the Freising Fragments but did not reach the northwestern 
dialects of Slovene. It also did not reach the West Slavic area, as is clear from Czech 
nesa, řka, Old Polish rzeka ‘saying’ (written reca in the Kazania Świętokrzyskie). 
As a result of the prothesis, when the hiatus between a word-final and a word-initial 
vowel was filled with a glide which was *j if at least one of the vowels was front and *w if 
the preceding vowel was back and the following vowel was rounded (7.1), word-initial 
*j- lost its status as a phoneme /j/ and became a feature of the following vowel, e.g. OCS 
ěsti = jasti ‘to eat’, ěxati = jaxati ‘to ride’, Lith. sti versus jóti. At a later stage (7.15), the 
phoneme /j/ was lost after consonants with compensatory lengthening of the following 
vowel (Van Wijk’s law), e.g. *píšē ‘writes’ < *-sje, *wòļā ‘will’ < *-ljaʔ. This development 
introduced new long vowels in posttonic syllables, such as *-ē and *-ā beside *-e in 
*dь̏ne ‘days’ and *-a in *žèna ‘woman’. Under the stress, acute vowels were now indif-
ferent with respect to length, e.g. *gora̓ ‘mountain’, *iga̓ ‘yokes’, and yielded short rising 
vowels at a later stage (9.2), e.g. Slovene drvà ‘firewood’. While the distinction between 
a short unstressed nasal vowel and a long nasal vowel under the stress was preserved in 
Slovene gen.sg. lípe ‘lime-tree’, gorę́ ‘mountain’, and in SCr. nom.acc.pl. glȃve ‘heads’, 
gen.sg. glávē, Susak gen.sg. sestrè (b) ‘sister’ versus vodiè (c) ‘water’, endings which did 
not occur under the stress were shortened in the whole Slavic territory and length was 
generalized in the unstressed nom.acc.pl. ending of Slovene lẹ̑ta ‘years’, similarly Slovak 
mestá ‘cities’, dievčatá ‘girls’, srdcia ‘hearts’, Posavian vrimená ‘times’, imená ‘names’, 
ramená ‘shoulders’, telesá ‘bodies’, inst.pl. (sa) sinoví ‘(with) sons’, Czech dial. chlapý 
‘fellows’, vratý ‘gate’, cestamí ‘roads’, namí ‘us’, Slovincian xlùopī, břegamí (cf. Kortlandt 
2009). 
More new long vowels arose after the loss of intervocalic *j from contractions in 
posttonic syllables (8.1), e.g. Czech gen.sg. nového ‘new’, Čakavian (Novi) pítā ‘asks’, 
Bulg. píta, cf. Čak. kopȃ < *kopa̓(j)e ‘digs’, Bulg. kopáe, Old Polish kopaje, Carpathian 
(Ublja) byváuu, bývaš, bývať, byváieme, byváiete, byváuuť (cf. Broch 1900: 106), with non-
initial stress as a result of Dybo’s law (8.7), retraction of the stress according to Stang’s 
law (9.3) from *-ȃšь and *-ȃtь but not from medial syllables, and restoration of the the-
matic vowel in *-à(e)me, *-à(e)te on the analogy of *kopàje-, also inst.sg. *žènǭ versus 
*goròǫ̈, with final stress from Dybo’s law in Slovene gorǫ́ and Slovak horou < -ôu, 
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forms were partly restored after the rise of new /j/, which was early in East Slavic and 
late in West Slavic (cf. Kortlandt 2006). 
New long rising vowels originated from the retraction of the stress from final jers 
(8.2), e.g. Slovene gen.pl. gọ́r < *gorъ̀ ‘mountains’, dán < *dь́nъ < *dьnъ̀ ‘days’, Polish 
rąk < *rǫkъ̀ ‘hands’, Slovincian mjóun < *ьménъ < *ьmenъ̀ ‘names’. Pretonic jers in in-
ner syllables could not receive the stress, e.g. Slovene gen.pl. ọ́vəc < *owьcь̀ ‘sheep’, 
dánəs < *dьnьsь̀ ‘today’, Russian dat.pl. détjam < *dětьmъ̀ ‘children’ (with -jam for Old 
Russian -emъ). The new length was subsequently introduced analogically in original 
stem-stressed gen.pl. forms, e.g. Slovene kọ́nj, which was originally homophonous with 
the nom.sg. form kònj ‘horse’. While the phonetically regular short root vowel has been 
preserved in Polish pęt ‘fetters’, błot ‘marshes’, Czech krav ‘cows’, děl ‘works’, Slovincian 
làt ‘years’ (my transcription, cf. Dunaj 1966: 37f., Trávníček 1935: 263f., Lorentz 1903: 
262), the analogical lengthening affected Old Polish lyaath, ottychmyaasth, dial. låt, do-
tyxčås, Slovincian potróus of pùotros ‘mushroom’, remjóun of rèmją ‘arm’, votročóųt of 
vùotročą ‘boy’. Conversely we find analogical shortening in Slovincian rą̀k instead of 
*róųk, Polish rąk < *rǫkъ̀, and in Polish imion, as opposed to Slovincian mjóun < 
*ьmenъ̀ of ímją < *ь̏mę ‘name’ (c). Slovincian has preserved the phonetically regular 
short vowel in the suffix of jàgnjąt ‘lambs’ (a) and cìeląt ‘calves’ (b), where Polish has 
analogical length (cf. Kortlandt 1978b: 283). In Czech, the long vowel in the gen.pl. form 
of the mobile accent paradigm has been eliminated from the literary language except 
for the archaic remnant dokořán ‘wide open’. In central Slovak, length was generalized 
in the gen.pl. form, as it was in South Slavic, but at a later stage it was lost after a long 
vowel in the preceding syllable, e.g. in záhrad of záhrada ‘garden’. 
After the rise of new *ē and *ō, raising of ě from *ä to *ie (8.3) affected the whole 
Slavic territory with the exception of the Lekhitic and eastern South Slavic areas, the 
latter including the dialect of the Kiev Leaflets, where ě merged with fronted *ä < *a af-
ter palatalized consonants (cf. Schaeken 1987: 32, 101), e.g. Polish biały, Slovak biely, 
SCr. bȉjelī ‘white’, KL acc.pl. srьdьcě (2×) = srьdьca (1×) ‘hearts’. As a result of the 
merger of palatal fricatives (8.4) and clusters (8.5) *ś, *ść, *źdź, *šč, *ždž to š, šć, ždź, the 
West Slavic reflexes of the first and the second palatalization of *x, *sk, *zg and of the 
clusters *stj and *zdj are identical (cf. Vaillant 1950: 48-51 and 70f.). The second simpli-
fication of palatals *ć, *dź to c, dz in West Slavic (8.6) and the subsequent spirantization 
of dz to z in Czech and Sorbian yielded new isoglosses, further differentiating West 
Slavic from South Slavic and separating southwestern West Slavic from Slovak and 
Lekhitic, e.g. Czech mez(e), Upper Sorbian mjeza, Polish miedza, Slovak medza, SCr. 
mèđa ‘boundary’. The spirantization also seems to have affected the Pannonian dialect 
of the Kiev Leaflets, e.g. dázь ‘give!’, takoze ‘also’, dat.pl. tuzīmъ ‘strange’, but this is 
probably a deceptive feature of the orthography (cf. Oblak 1896: 108, Schaeken 1987: 
90-92). The inst.sg. ending of the u-stems -ъmь was generalized in the paradigm of the 
o-stems in North (West and East) Slavic, including the dialect of the Kiev Leaflets (8.9). 
It replaced -a, which has been preserved in OCS vьčera ‘yesterday’ and can be identified 
with Lith. -ù < *-oʔ. The rise of the South Slavic ending -omь requires the continued ex-
istence of the nom.sg. ending *-os and must therefore be dated to an earlier stage. WEST SLAVIC ACCENTUATION  5
According to Dybo’s law (8.7), rising vowels lost the stress to the following syllable, if 
there was one, e.g. *ženà ‘woman’, *osnòwā ‘base’. Newly stressed long vowels received 
a falling tone, e.g. *woļȃ ‘will’. Final jers had lost their stressability (8.2) and therefore 
could not receive the stress, e.g. Slovene kònj < *kòņь ‘horse’. Acute (broken, glottal-
ized) vowels did not lose the stress, e.g. *wy̓dra ‘otter’, *dy̓mъ ‘smoke’, which kept fixed 
stress throughout the paradigm. Dybo’s law restored distinctive vowel length in pre-
tonic syllables, e.g. *nāròdъ ‘people’, *ǭtròbā ‘liver’. It was obviously posterior to the rise 
of the new timbre distinctions (7.13), Van Wijk’s law (7.15), the contractions in post-
tonic syllables (8.1), and the retraction of the stress from final jers (8.2). After Dybo’s 
law, short falling vowels in monosyllables were lengthened (8.8), e.g. SCr. bȏg < *bȍgъ 
‘god’, kȏst ‘bone’ < *kȍstь, dȃn ‘day’ < *dь̑nь < *dь̏nь. This development, which was ap-
parently Common Slavic, eliminated the pitch opposition on short vowels, which had 
become confined to monosyllables (not counting final jers) as a result of Dybo’s law. 
Loss of the acute (broken, glottalic) tone yielded a short rising contour (9.2), e.g. 
dỳmъ ‘smoke’, gorà ‘mountain’. This development was more recent than the lengthen-
ing of short falling vowels in monosyllables (8.8) because it reintroduced a pitch oppo-
sition on short vowels in polysyllables and thereby eliminated the motivation for the 
latter. After the loss of the acute, the stress was retracted from long falling vowels in fi-
nal syllables, not counting final jers (9.3), e.g. *wuòļa ‘will’, Russian dial. vôlja, Czech 
vůle, Slovak vôľa, Slovene vǫ́lja, SCr. vȍlja. This is Stang’s law. The long vowel was 
shortened, except in Lekhitic, where traces of length remain, e.g. Old Polish wolå (cf. 
Stang 1957: 57). The newly stressed vowel received a rising tone. The stress was not re-
tracted from medial syllables, giving rise to such alternations as Russian (Pëtr) kúrit 
versus (vulkan) kurítsja ‘smokes’, similarly sádit versus (solnce) sadítsja ‘sets’. Long fal-
ling vowels in medial syllables were shortened, e.g. SCr. zdrȁvī ‘healthy’ < *sъdrȃwȳ < 
*sъ̀drāwȳ,  pòvratak ‘return’ < *powrȃtъkъ < *pòwrātъkъ,  záslužan ‘deserving’ < 
*zāslȗžьnъ < *záslūžьnъ, zgrȁda ‘building’ < *sъgrȃdā < *sъ̀grādā, Slovene zgrȃda (with 
neo-circumflex at stage 10.9). While jers in medial syllables could receive the stress as a 
result of Dybo’s law, they could no longer receive the stress as a result of Stang’s law. 
This gave rise to an alternation between the originally (pre-Dybo) pretonic short vowel 
of Czech sukno ‘cloth’ < *sukъnò < *sukъ̀no, also humno ‘threshing-floor’, Slovak 
humno, SCr. kr̀zno ‘fur’, and the long vowel from the plural *súkъna < *sukъnȃ < 
*sukъ̀nā (with analogical length as in mestá) in Slovak súkno, SCr. súkno, gúmno, also 
kŕzno (cf. Kortlandt 2005: 127). It also accounts for the retraction of the stress to the 
prefix in older and dialectal Russian nájdet, pójdet, podóždet, podójdet, SCr. pȍčnēm, 
ȍtmēm, pȏđēm, zȁprēm, Bulg. dójda, zájda, ópra, póčna, Slovak začneš, zatneš (cf. Stang 
1957: 115f.), also pôjdeš. 
After Stang’s law, long falling vowels were shortened (9.4), e.g. Czech mladost 
‘youth’, acc.sg. ruku ‘hand’, SCr. mlȁdōst ‘youth’, gen.sg. prȁseta ‘sucking-pig’, also sȑce 
< *sь̑rdьce, Slovene srcę̑ ‘heart’. The shortening did not affect monosyllables in Slovene 
and Serbo-Croatian and the first syllable of disyllabic word forms in the latter language, 
e.g. SCr. bȏg ‘god’, prȃse ‘sucking-pig’, acc.sg. rȗku ‘hand’. The dialect of the Kiev Leaf-
lets sides with Serbo-Croatian in this respect (cf. Kortlandt 1980). The rounded nasal 
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Slavic (9.6). At the end of the Late Proto-Slavic period, the nasal vowels lost their nasal-
ization in East Slavic and Czecho-Slovak, and later elsewhere except in Lekhitic. The 
rise of the palatalization correlation probably started in Lekhitic and spread to the other 
North Slavic languages. The jers merged in Serbo-Croatian, Slovene and West Slavic, 
with the exception of Polabian and central Slovak. While they were preserved as a sepa-
rate phoneme /ə/ in Slovene, they merged with *e in the larger part of West Slavic. Short 
rising vowels were lengthened in Russian, e.g. dial. kôń < *kōņь < *kòņь ‘horse’ versus 
bog < *bȏgъ ‘god’, where the vowel was shortened. Short vowels were lengthened in 
monosyllables in Ukrainian, e.g. kiń < *kōņ < *kòņь, and similarly in Upper Sorbian, 
e.g. kóń. 
In Slovene, falling vowels lost the stress to the following syllable, where the newly 
stressed vowel received a long falling tone (10.7), e.g. okọ̑ ‘eye’, mladọ̑st ‘youth’, acc.sg. 
rokǫ̑ ‘hand’, also stọ̑ < *sъ̏to ‘hundred’, as opposed to kdọ́, SCr. tkȍ ‘who’ with final stress 
as a result of Dybo’s law. Stressed short vowels were lengthened and received a falling 
tone in Slovene before a non-final lost jer (10.8) and before a long vowel in the follow-
ing syllable (10.9), e.g. bȋtka ‘battle’, lẹ̑ta ‘years’, osnǫ̑va ‘base’, inst.pl. ženȃmi ‘women’. 
This is the so-called neo-circumflex. Stressed short vowels in non-final syllables were 
lengthened and received a rising tone in Slovene (10.11), e.g. lẹ́to ‘year’, vǫ́lja ‘will’. This 
development, which was more recent than the rise of the neo-circumflex, did not reach 
the easternmost dialects of the language. The common view that the epenthetic vowel in 
vozȃl ‘knot’ and rebȃr ‘slope’ received the stress as a result of the progressive accent shift 
(Ramovš 1936: 55, Jaksche 1965: 39, Kortlandt 1976: 2, Greenberg 2000: 107) must be 
corrected, as Babik has recognized (2005: 108). These analogical forms replace *(v)ǫ̑zəl 
< *ǫ̀zlъ (a), like (v)ǫ̑gəl ‘coal’ < *ǫ̀glь (cf. Derksen 2008b: 385, 388), and rę̑bər (Valjavec) 
< *rèbrь (b) beside rę́bər (Pleteršnik) with the rising tone of gen. rę́bri < *rebrȋ < *rèbrī, 
as in vǫ́lja ‘will’. Thus, we have first retraction of the stress from final jers (8.2), e.g. 
gen.pl.  ọ́vəc < *ọ́wьcь < *owьcь̀ ‘sheep’, dánəs < *dь́nьsь < *dьnьsь̀ ‘today’, dat.pl. 
*ļúdьmъ < *ļudьmъ̀ ‘people’, then analogical introduction of the falling tone from other 
barytone case forms in *ọ̑wьcь and *ļȗdьmъ and the accent shift yielding ovȃc and 
ljudę̑m, and finally neo-circumflex in rę̑bər < *rèbrь, followed by the analogical accent 
shift in rebȃr when the word adopted the mobile accent pattern of lakȃt ‘elbow’ < 
*ȏlkъtь and nohȃt ‘nail’< *nȍgъtь, also (v)ogȃl (Pleteršnik) ‘corner’ < *ǫ̑gъlъ (c), Latin 
angulus. 
In Czech and Upper Sorbian, short rising vowels in open first syllables of disyllabic 
word forms were lengthened unless the following syllable contained a long vowel (10.6), 
e.g. Cz. kráva < *kràwa < *kra̓wa, vůle < *vōļa < *wuòļa, psáti < *pьsàti < *pьsa̓ti ‘to 
write’, USo. kruwa < *krōwa < *kròwa < *ko̓rwa, Cz. gen.pl. krav, inst.pl. kravami. This 
development was evidently more recent than the loss of pretonic jers. The outdated 
view that that the acute was preserved as a long vowel in Czech cannot be correct for 
four reasons. First, we find a quantitative alternation in the paradigm of Czech kráva 
‘cow’, which has a short root vowel in inst.sg. kravou, gen.pl. krav, dat.pl. kravám, 
inst.pl. kravami, loc.pl. kravách, similarly kámen ‘stone’, gen.sg. kamene. This points to 
lengthening of a Proto-Slavic short rising *à in an open first syllable of disyllabic word 
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lengthening is found in kůže ‘skin’, koží, koží, kožím, kožemi, kožích, also můžeš ‘you 
can’, which never had an acute root vowel. Third, the same lengthening is found in tri-
syllabic word forms where a jer was lost in the initial syllable, e.g. lžíce ‘spoon’, lžicí, lžic, 
lžicím, lžicemi, lžicích, also psáti ‘to write’, psal ‘wrote’, psaní ‘writing’, spáti ‘to sleep’, 
supine jdi spat ‘go to sleep’. This puts the lengthening after the loss of pretonic jers. 
Fourth, the Czech lengthening cannot be separated from the one in Upper Sorbian 
kruwa < krówa ‘cow’, which shows that it was more recent than the metathesis of li-
quids. As Verweij has pointed out (1994: 556), the Czech lengthening must have pre-
ceded the shortening of long falling vowels (9.4). 
The so-called neo-acute is a heterogeneous category, encompassing all kinds of 
Proto-Slavic rising vowels. The oldest long rising vowels arose at the end of the Early 
Middle Slavic period (6.10), e.g. Slovak tráva ‘grass’, národ ‘people’, útroba ‘intestines’, 
also pýtať sa ‘to inquire’, miešať ‘to blend’, stúpať ‘to mount’. These vowels remained 
long when they lost the stress to the following syllable in accordance with Dybo’s law 
(8.7). More recent long rising vowels arose from the retraction of the stress from final 
jers (8.2), e.g. gen.pl. nôh ‘feet’, rúk ‘hands’, also niesol ‘carried’ < *neslъ̀, 2nd sg. nesieš < 
*nesešь̀, later from the retraction of the stress from long falling vowels in final syllables 
(Stang’s law, 9.3), e.g. vôľa ‘will’, 2nd sg. môžeš ‘can’, pôjdeš ‘will go’, also pýtaš, miešaš, 
stúpaš, then from the retraction of the stress from non-final jers, e.g. rúčka ‘penholder’, 
dcérka ‘little daughter’, and finally from the lengthening of short rising vowels in Czech 
kráva and Upper Sorbian kruwa (10.6). Other long vowels originated after the loss of 
final jers, e.g. Czech bůh ‘god’, dům ‘house’, kůň ‘horse’, nůž ‘knife’. 
Original (pre-Dybo) pretonic long vowels were shortened when the new timbre dis-
tinctions arose (7.13), e.g. Czech chladný,  těžký,  suchý,  ruka,  ruční,  ručník,  humno, 
sukno, Polish sędzia ‘judge’. Long vowels which became pretonic as a result of Dybo’s 
law (8.7) remained long, e.g. SCr. národ ‘people’, zákon ‘law’, trúba ‘trumpet’, zábava 
‘fun, party’, tráva ‘grass’, trȃvnī ‘grassy’, trȃvnīk ‘pasture’, bȉjelī ‘white’, pȗtnīk ‘traveler’, 
Czech bílý, poutník, tráva, trávní, trávník, národ, zákon, trouba, zábava, útroba, Polish 
wątroba ‘liver’. The long vowels of Czech plátno ‘linen’, vlákno ‘fibre’, Slovak súkno 
‘cloth’ were taken from the plural (cf. Kortlandt 2005: 127). At the end of the Late Proto-
Slavic period, posttonic long vowels were shortened before an original long vowel in the 
following syllable in West Slavic, e.g. Czech peníz ‘coin’, pl. peníze ‘money’, gen. peněz, 
dat. penězům, inst. penězi, loc. penězích, Polish pieniądz, pieniądze, gen. pieniędzy < *-ī, 
inst. pieniędzmi < *-mī replacing *-ȳ. 
The short vowel of Czech havran ‘raven’, labuť ‘swan’, paměť ‘mind’, kapraď ‘fern’, 
jabloň ‘apple-tree’, SCr. gȁvrān, lȁbūd, pȁmēt, pȁprāt, jȁblān, which originally belonged 
to accent pattern (a), shows that these words adopted mobile stress at an early stage. 
This is clearly proven by Russian lébeď ‘swan’ < *lo- < *ol-, with -e- < *-o- before a soft 
labial as in dat.loc. tebé < tobě ‘you’ and tepéŕ < topьrvo ‘now’ and with loss of the glottal 
stop in the pretonic reflex of *ol- as in Czech role ‘field’ < *rolьjà < *rolь̀ja, as opposed 
to rádlo ‘plough’ < *òrʔdlo, Ukr. rilljá versus rálo. The accentual mobility in this word is 
evidently older than the early metathesis of liquids (7.12), after which long vowels in 
pretonic syllables were shortened (7.13), e.g. in the oxytone case forms of Czech labuť 
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tone (6.10) because we would otherwise expect lo- in Czech, as in loket ‘elbow’. Thus, 
we can date this analogical rise of accentual mobility to the Late Middle Slavic period, 
following the generalization of accentual mobility in the masc. o-stems without an acute 
root vowel, as in SCr. zȗb ‘tooth’, Gr. γόμφος ‘bolt’ (6.9). It appears that me-
dial -lo-, -ro- is also the phonetic reflex of *-ol-, *-or- in pretonic syllables in Czech 
jabloň and Slovene práprot (also práprat) ‘fern’, SCr. pȁprāt. When posttonic *-rā- was 
substituted for pretonic *-ro- in the oxytone case forms of Czech havran and kapraď, 
the pretonic long vowel was automatically shortened because new pretonic long vowels 
did not arise before Dybo’s law (8.7). Slovene preserved the original accent pattern (a) 
in gȃvran (with neo-circumflex at stage 10.9) beside accent pattern (c) in gavrȃn (with 
accent shift at stage 10.7) and lost the accentual mobility in pámet, práprot and jáblan, 
probably under the influence of derivatives where the mobility never arose. My view 
that pretonic long vowels were shortened while posttonic long vowels were preserved in 
Proto-Slavic is corroborated by such derivatives as Czech pekař ‘baker’ (c) versus rybář 
‘fisherman’ (a). Note that Serbo-Croatian has preserved the quantitative distinction be-
tween different vowels in suffixes, e.g. -at, -av, -ica, -ina versus -ār, -īk, -īn, -īna (cf. 
Dybo 1968). Serbo-Croatian has preserved a trace of the original shortening of pretonic 
long vowels (7.13) in the numerals dȅvet ‘nine’ and dȅset ‘ten’, where oblique cases had 
final stress (cf. Stang 1957: 88), and generalized posttonic length elsewhere. 
A long time ago I proposed a sound law (1975: 5f., 1989a: 45, 2005: 117) according to 
which the stress was retracted from final open syllables of disyllabic word forms unless 
the preceding syllable was closed by an obstruent in Late Balto-Slavic (4.4), e.g. Lith. 
gen.sg. viko ‘wolf’, dat.sg. vikui, gálvai ‘head’, SCr. gen.sg. vȗka, dat.sg. vȗku, glȃvi, pȋlo 
‘(it) drank’, aorist 3sg. nȅse ‘carried’, as opposed to Lith. gen.sg. aviẽs ‘sheep’, gen.pl. 
vilkų̃ < *-om, nom.sg. galvà < *-aʔ, Russian gen.sg. desjatí ‘ten’, nom.sg. golová ‘head’, 
pilá ‘(she) drank’. The retraction did not operate in polysyllabic word forms, e.g. Lith. 
inst.sg. sūnumì ‘son’, adv. akisù ‘before one’s eyes’. The retraction was more recent than 
the loss of final *t/d (3.7), as is clear from Lith. viko and SCr. vȗka, nȅse. The stress was 
regularly retracted from final vowels, as in SCr. pȋlo, and diphthongs, as in Lith. vikui, 
gálvai, SCr. vȗku, glȃvi, but not from syllables which ended in a fricative, a nasal, or a 
laryngeal, as in Lith. aviẽs, vilkų̃, galvà. It follows that word-final nasals and laryngeals 
were still ordinary consonants at this stage. The retraction was more recent than Hirt’s 
law (4.1), according to which the stress was retracted if the vowel of the preceding sylla-
ble was immediately followed by a laryngeal, because the accentual mobility in Russian 
dalá, dálo ‘(she, it) gave’ must have arisen at this stage (4.4) and presupposes an earlier 
end-stressed paradigm. If the word had contained a full grade root vowel *oʔ at the time 
of Hirt’s law, retraction of the stress would have prevented the rise of accentual mobil-
ity. Thus, we have to assume that the full grade replaced an earlier zero grade between 
stages 4.1 and 4.4. The retraction was probably more recent than Winter’s law (4.3), ac-
cording to which (in my formulation) the Indo-European preglottalized stops dissolved 
into a glottal stop and a voiced obstruent, because the laryngeal feature of the preglot-
talized stops apparently merged with the reflex of the Indo-European laryngeals be-
tween stages 4.1 and 4.4. This can be deduced from the retracted stress of Russian éla 
‘(she) ate’, séla ‘(she) sat down’, which must have arisen from an analogical extension of WEST SLAVIC ACCENTUATION  9
Hirt’s law, cf. grýzla ‘gnawed’, strígla ‘cut’, present 3pl. edját, gryzút, strigút. The stress 
was not retracted in the latter forms because they were trisyllabic and had final stress at 
the stage under consideration. The retraction in éla and séla cannot have been phonetic 
in view of Lith. ėdą̃s ‘eating’ and duodą̃s ‘giving’. The analogical retraction in éla, séla 
must have been earlier than the phonetic retraction in pílo, dálo because the stress was 
not retracted in pilá, dalá. In particular, it must have been earlier than the introduction 
of full grade in the root syllable of the latter form. 
The retraction of the stress from final open syllables of disyllabic word forms was 
blocked by a final obstruent in the preceding syllable, e.g. Russian neslá, nesló ‘carried’. 
Rick Derksen has rightly concluded that this sound law generated a class of oxytone 
nouns in stem-final -CCo-, e.g. Lith. -stas, -klas, Slavic -dlo (1995: 166, 1996: 96-128, 
229-232, for Slavic 2009a, 2009b). These oxytone nouns belong to accent patterns (2) in 
Lithuanian and (b) in Slavic with loss of an original acute in the root, e.g. Lith. aũkštas 
‘floor’, tiñklas ‘net’, Polish żądło ‘sting’. After the pretonic acute was lost in Early Slavic 
(5.3), the end-stressed neuters escaped the shortening of pretonic long vowels (7.13), 
evidently because the accent had been analogically retracted at that time. This analogi-
cal retraction of the stress can be dated to the Late Middle Slavic period because it evi-
dently affected Cz. Slk. dláto < *dolbtò ‘chisel’, SCr. dlijèto (with secondary e-grade), 
Prussian dalptan, but did not reach Cz. vědro, Slk. vedro, SCr. vjèdro < *wědrò ‘bucket’, 
where the pretonic long vowel was regularly shortened (but Montenegrin vijèdro, cf. 
Derksen 2008b: 518). The final accentuation of these neuters is supported by the re-
duced vowel in OCS žьzlъ ‘staff’, Russian žezl, SCr. žèzlo, Cz. Slk. žezlo, where original 
pretonic *e was raised to *i at stage 7.9 (cf. Kortlandt 1985). 
The alternation between acute tone (a) and mobile stress (c) in SCr. krȁsti ‘to steal’, 
present krádē-, Czech krásti, krade-, preterit kradl < *kra̓dlъ resulted from Hirt’s law 
(4.1) and the alternation between desinential (b) and mobile (c) stress in SCr. trésti ‘to 
shake’, trésē-, Czech třásti, třese-, třásl < *tręslъ̀ from the absence of retraction from final 
open syllables to a preceding closed syllable (4.4) followed by the retraction of the stress 
from final jers (8.2). Similarly, we have a short vowel in Slovak mohol < *mòglъ (b) 
‘could’, which has original root stress, but a long vowel in niesol < *néslъ < *neslъ̀ (c) 
‘carried’, Polish niósł, also rósł ‘grew’ < *róslъ < *rostlъ̀, Slovak rástol, and Old Czech šél, 
Slovak šiel ‘went’ < *šь́dlъ < *šьdlъ̀ (cf. Bulaxovskij 1953: 26), where the stress was re-
tracted from the final jer. This account has been challenged by Zbigniew Babik (2007), 
who claims that mohol must have replaced earlier môhol because the latter form is at-
tested in three peripheral Slovak dialect areas. The argument is mistaken because the 
analogical length in môhol is a trivial development whereas the alleged analogical short-
ening in mohol is quite unmotivated. The analogical introduction of length in môhol 
was supported not only by the other verbs of the same flexion class such as niesol ‘car-
ried’ and piekol ‘baked’ but also by the present stem môže-, which is not the case with 
nesie-, pečie-, rastie-. Conversely, the length in *bôdol ‘pricked’ was eliminated on the 
analogy of the frequent model mohol, as happened in Czech rostl on the analogy of 
kradl etc. 
At the end of the Late Proto-Slavic period, there was a distinction between short *ò, 
e.g. in Slovene kònj ‘horse’, long *ō from the retraction of the stress from final jers (8.2) FREDERIK KORTLANDT  10 
and from the lengthening of short falling vowels in monosyllables (8.8), e.g. in gen.pl. 
gọ́r ‘mountains’, analogically also kọ́nj, and in bọ̑g ‘god’, kọ̑st ‘bone’, and diphthongal 
*uò from Stang’s law (9.3), e.g. in vǫ́lja ‘will’, 2nd sg. nǫ́siš ‘carry’, Slovak vôľa, 2nd sg. 
môžeš ‘can’, pôjdeš ‘will go’, cf. Rumanian coajă ‘bark’ < Slavic *kuòža ‘skin’. In Czech 
and Slovak, *uò was shortened to *ò before a long vowel in the following syllable, as in 
nosíš, where the long vowel was restored on the basis of the other accent classes, e.g. 
bavíš ‘amuse’ (a), budíš ‘wake up’ (c). After the raising of ě from *ä to *ie (8.3), e.g. in 
Czech vědro ‘bucket’, Slovak biely ‘white’, and the rise of new diphthongal *iè from 
Stang’s law (9.3), e.g. in Slovene stę́lja ‘litter’, 2nd sg. čę́šeš ‘comb’, *ō and *ie tended to 
develop in parallel fashion, either by diphthongization of *ō to uo (as in Czech and Slo-
vak) or by monophthongization of *ie to ẹ̄ (as in Slovene), while *uò merged with *ò in 
Serbo-Croatian and Polish and with both *ò and *ó in Russian. The monophthongiza-
tion of *ie to ẹ̄ did not reach the northern and western dialects of Slovene, where the 
distinction between *ie and *ie has been preserved as iẹ versus iȩ in the dialect of Soča 
(cf. Greenberg 2000: 171, Kortlandt 2003: 230). In Kajkavian, the ẹ from ě merged with 
the new front vowel which developed from the jers. 
Long falling vowels were mostly shortened (9.4), e.g. Czech kost ‘bone’, květ ‘flower’. 
As a result, tonal distinctions were lost in North Slavic. After the loss of final jers, new 
long vowels developed before devoiced obstruents in Polish, e.g. bóg ‘god’, mógł ‘could’, 
and similarly in eastern Slovak. I cannot accept the hypothesis that the lengthening in 
such instances as Czech kůň ‘horse’, stůl ‘table’, nůž ‘knife’, Slovak kôň, stôl, nôž is the 
result of phonetic conditioning (cf. Van Wijk 1916: 328, Nonnenmacher-Pribić 1961: 94, 
Verweij 1994: 518) because the number of counter-examples is prohibitive. More proba-
bly, the long vowel was adopted from the case forms where the accent had been re-
tracted as a result of Stang’s law, viz. loc.sg. *kôňi, inst.pl. *kôňi, loc.pl. *kôňix, and from 
gen.pl. *kōň, Slovene kǫ̑nju, kọ́nji, kọ́njih, kọ́nj, so as to yield a regular alternation be-
tween stressed *ô and unstressed *o in the paradigm. After the retraction of the stress in 
gen.sg. *koňa, dat.sg. *koňu, inst.sg. *koňem, nom.pl. *koňi, acc.pl. *koňẹ, dat.pl. 
*koňem, and perhaps after the shortening of *uò to *ò before the new long case endings 
in gen.pl. -ôv, -í and loc.pl. -iech, -ích, the paradigm could be further regularized by 
generalization of the short root vowel, a process which has been going on in historical 
times, e.g. Czech skot ‘cattle’, Old Czech skót. 
The pattern with a long vowel in the nom.sg. form and a short vowel in the other 
cases spread to the other accent classes, e.g. Cz. Slk. mráz ‘frost’ (a), Czech sníh ‘snow’, 
hnůj ‘dung’, dům ‘house’, sůl ‘salt’ (c). Interestingly, half of the Slovak examples with a 
long vowel listed by Nonnenmacher-Pribić (1961: 93) have an initial labial consonant: 
bôb ‘bean’, bôľ ‘grief’, bôr ‘pine’, môj ‘my’, pôst ‘fasting’, vôl ‘ox’, vôz ‘car’, similarly 
Czech bůh, můj, půl, půst, vůl, vůz. Since SCr. bȏg, bȏl, bȏr, pȏl, pȏst, vȏz belong to ac-
cent pattern (c), it appears that *ô is the phonetic reflex of Proto-Slavic long falling *ȏ 
after labial consonants in Czech and Slovak. Counter-examples are bod ‘point’, boj (but 
Old Czech bój) ‘fight’, bok ‘flank’, moc ‘power’, most ‘bridge’, pot ‘sweat’, vosk ‘wax’, 
where the short vowel of the oblique case forms may have been generalized. In Slovak 
we never find ô for Proto-Slavic *ȏ after other consonants, e.g. dol ‘mine’, dom ‘house’, 
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dům, hnůj, lůj, sůl, dial. kruj, ruj, struj, in contrast with Slovak kôň ‘horse’, kôš ‘basket’ 
(Old Czech kóš), SCr. kȍnj, kȍš (b). The diphthongal character of Slovak ô was lost after 
the initial cluster in dvor ‘yard’, svoj ‘one’s own’, tvoj ‘your’, tvorca ‘creator’, cf. Czech 
dvůr, svůj, tvůj, tvůrce (cf. Nonnenmacher-Pribić 1961: 94, Verweij 1994: 515). The long 
vowel of Slovak dážď ‘rain’, Czech déšť, Polish dial. déšč (cf. Topolińska 1968: 77) has a 
different origin: it represents the type where the stress was retracted from a final jer af-
ter a consonant cluster, viz. *dъ́ždźь < *dъsdjь̀, like Slovak niesol, Polish niósł ‘carried’ < 
*neslъ̀ (cf. Derksen 2009b). 
Now we turn to Sorbian. Schaarschmidt dates the devoicing of *r after p, t, k (1997: 
41f.), e.g. in Lower Sorbian pśi ‘at’, tśi ‘three’, kśidło ‘wing’, pšosyś ‘to ask’, tšawa ‘grass’, 
kšuška ‘pear’, Upper Sorbian při, tři, křidło, prosyć, trawa, krušwa, before the metathesis 
of liquids, e.g. in LSo. prose ‘piglet’, trěś ‘to rub’, krowa ‘cow’, USo. proso, trěć, kruwa, 
where the devoicing did not take place. The argument does not hold because the me-
tathesis left a reduced vowel before the resonant, as is clear from the vocalization of 
nonsyllabic prepositions in Old Polish, e.g. we błocie < *wъ bъlotě ‘in the swamp’, like 
we śnie < *wъ sъně ‘in one’s sleep’ (cf. Stieber 1958: 60, Nahtigal 1961: 14). The assibila-
tion of devoiced *r can be dated to a later stage (cf. Schaarschmidt 1997: 105f.). The 
threefold tonal distinction of Late Middle Slavic was preserved under the metathesis of 
liquids, e.g. acute in Upper Sorbian radło ‘plough’, dróha ‘road’, brěza ‘birch’, błóto 
‘swamp’, kłóda ‘block’, mlěć ‘to grind’, rising tone in brózda ‘furrow’, črjóda ‘crowd’, 
(dial.) mlóko ‘milk’, falling tone in łochć ‘elbow’, hród, gen. hroda ‘castle’, wrjós, gen. 
wrjosa ‘heather’, drjewo ‘wood’, črjewo ‘gut’, złoto ‘gold’, pretonic short vowel in rosć ‘to 
grow’, drohi ‘dear’, wrota ‘gate’, broda ‘beard’, hłowa ‘head’, wlec ‘to drag’, wrjećeno 
‘spindle’, also runy < (dial.) równy ‘even’ < *rowьny̑ < *rowь̀nȳ, cf. Polish droga, brzoza, 
błoto, kłoda, bruzda, łokieć, gen. grodu, wrzos, złoto, drogi, wrota, broda, głowa, równy, 
Slovak radlo, draha (cf. Nonnenmacher-Pribić 1961: 74, 79), breza, blato, klada, mleť (cf. 
Nonnenmacher-Pribić 1961: 68), brázda, črieda, mlieko, lakeť, hrad, vres, drevo, črevo, 
zlato, drahý, brada, hlava, Czech rádlo, dráha, bříza, bláto, kláda, mlíti, brázda, třída, 
loket, hrad, zlato, drahý, vrata, brada, hlava, vléci (with recent lengthening), vřeteno. 
While Upper Sorbian shared the Czech lengthening of the old acute, Lower Sorbian has 
only preserved earlier length, e.g. grěch ‘sin’, mězga ‘sap’, žrěbje ‘foal’, dial. brūzda ‘fur-
row’,  brūžnja ‘barn’, wobróśi ‘turns around’, but droga ‘road’, brjaza ‘birch’, błoto 
‘swamp’ (cf. Schaarschmidt 1997: 49), Slovak hriech,  miazga,  žriebä, Polish obróci. 
Lower Sorbian also did not share the Upper Sorbian lengthening in monosyllables as 
found in bóh ‘god’, měd ‘honey’, pěc ‘stove’, nóc ‘night’, kóń ‘horse’, nóž ‘knife’, which 
did not affect the jers, e.g. rož ‘rye’, woš ‘louse’, wjes ‘village’, dźeń ‘day’ (cf. Schaar-
schmidt 1997: 57). 
The relative chronology of the earliest Sorbian developments has recently been ex-
amined by Rick Derksen (2008a). While the word-initial metathesis of liquids clearly 
preceded the rise of the new timbre distinctions (7.13) in all Slavic languages, as did the 
non-initial metathesis in South Slavic and Czecho-Slovak (7.12), the latter development 
evidently followed the rise of the new timbre distinctions in Sorbian and Polish, e.g. 
*kъro̓wa < *ko̓rwa ‘cow’, *bъrózda < *bórzda ‘furrow’, *lȍkъtь < *ȏlkъtь ‘elbow’. These 
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gen.pl. *górъ ‘mountains’, and by Dybo’s law (8.7), e.g. in *bъrōzdà, *woļȃ ‘will’. The 
loss of the acute (9.2) yielded a short rising tone, e.g. *kъròwa, *gorà, and Stang’s law 
(9.3) eliminated long falling vowels in non-initial syllables, as a result of which new ris-
ing vowels arose, e.g. *wuòļa. Toward the end of the Late Proto-Slavic period, the jers 
merged and the palatalization correlation became phonemically relevant. Up to this 
stage, there probably was no structural difference between Sorbian and its Lekhitic 
neighbors. In the 10th and 11th centuries, however, Sorbian adopted a number of devel-
opments from Czech, where they may be dated one or two centuries earlier: the dena-
salization of the nasal vowels, the raising of ě from *ä to *ie, the merger of the jers with 
*e, the spirantization of dz to z and of g to γ, and the lengthening of short rising vowels 
in disyllabic word forms. 
At the end of the Late Middle Slavic period, there were five nasal vowels (cf. Kort-
landt 2003: 221): *ǫ, *ǫ̈ < *jǫ, *ą < *-onts, *ą̈ = ę, and *ę̌ < *-jons, e.g. Czech nesa ‘carry-
ing’ < *nesą, koně ‘horses’ < *koņę̌. While *ą̈ and *ę̌ merged into ę in South Slavic, the 
latter vowel lost its nasal feature and merged with ě in North Slavic, evidently after the 
raising of ě from *ä to *ie (8.3) but before the raising of *ǫ, *ǫ̈ to *ų, *ų̈ (9.6). When *ą̈ 
and *ų were denasalized in Czecho-Slovak and East Slavic, they yielded *ä and *u, re-
spectively, e.g. Slovak päť ‘five’, púť ‘pilgrimage’. In Czech, the front vowel merged with 
ě in pět but with a in pátý ‘fifth’. In Upper Sorbian, where ě had evidently been raised at 
an early stage, *ä merged with e in pjeć and with a in pjaty, whereas the Lower Sorbian 
merger of *ä with ě in pěś and pěty suggests a somewhat later date for the raising (cf. 
Schaarschmidt 1997: 55). The argument is not cogent because Czech pět and Slovak 
piaty point to a diphthongized pronunciation of *ä, which was therefore more likely to 
merge with ě than with e. If we start from an early system with *iẹ for ě and *iȩ < *eä for 
ę, as in the Slovene dialect of Soča, the latter vowel may have merged with the former in 
the north but with palatalizing *e in the south. However this may be, it appears that the 
isogloss between Upper and Lower Sorbian dates from this period. The Upper Sorbian 
lengthening in monosyllables preceded the merger of *e with the reflex of the nasal 
vowel, as is clear from pěc ‘stove’, měd ‘honey’ versus pjeć ‘five’, rjad ‘row’. It also pre-
ceded the merger of *e with the reflex of the jers, e.g. wjes ‘village’, dźeń ‘day’. 
Unlike Schaarschmidt (1997: 75f.), I think that the preservation of the palatal feature 
in Polish wilk ‘wolf’, wierzch ‘top’ and the vocalization in długi ‘long’, słup ‘post’ suffice 
to prove the earlier existence of syllabic resonants in this language (cf. Topolińska 1989: 
62). In a similar vein I assume syllabic resonants to account for the multifarious reflexes 
of *ьr, *ъr, *ьl, *ъl in the central dialects of the Sorbian languages but retention of the 
original jers in the peripheral areas with e-vocalism. I have suggested that the rise of syl-
labic resonants can be dated to the same period as the metathesis of liquids (2003: 232). 
It has nothing to do with the rise of epenthetic vowels after the loss of the jers. Unlike 
Derksen (2008a: 132), I agree with Verweij (1994: 556) that the lengthening of short ris-
ing vowels in disyllabic word forms in Czech and Upper Sorbian (10.6) must be dated 
before the general shortening of long falling vowels (9.4) which eliminated the distinc-
tive opposition between rising and falling tones in North Slavic. Thus, I arrive at the 
following emendation of Derksen’s chronology (l.c.) for Upper Sorbian: (10) lengthen-
ing of short rising vowels, (11) shortening of long falling vowels, (12) lengthening in WEST SLAVIC ACCENTUATION  13
monosyllables, (13) split of *ä < *ą̈ into je and ja, (14) merger of the jers with e, (15) labi-
alization of short e after palatalized consonants, (16) diphthongization of *ē and merger 
with ě, (17) labialization of e < *ъ (cf. Schaarschmidt 1997: 111). I think that the long 
vowel in rót ‘mouth’, són ‘dream’, wrjós ‘heather’ is analogical. 
Outside the Čakavian area, all South and West Slavic languages retracted the stress 
from final syllables under various conditions. In Bulgarian, the stress was retracted 
from a final short vowel to a preceding open syllable (cf. Kortlandt 1982a). In Serbo-
Croatian, the stress was retracted earlier from a final than from a non-final syllable, ear-
lier from an open than from a closed syllable, earlier from a short than from a long 
vowel, and earlier to a preceding long than to a preceding short vowel (cf. Ivić 1958: 
105). In Slovene, the stress was retracted from a final short vowel to a preceding long 
vowel, and later also to a preceding short vowel (cf. Kortlandt 1976: 6f., Greenberg 
2000: 120, 143). In the Pannonian dialect of the Kiev Leaflets, the stress was retracted 
from a final open syllable (cf. Kortlandt 1980). In Polabian, the stress was retracted from 
a short vowel in a final syllable (cf. Kortlandt 1989b). In Slovincian, the stress was re-
tracted first from a final syllable to a preceding long vowel, then from a final syllable in 
polysyllabic word forms and analogically from medial syllables in paradigms with fixed 
stress, and later from a final short vowel in disyllabic word forms (cf. Kortlandt 1978a: 
77). As a result, final stress in Slovincian was almost limited to disyllabic word forms 
with a short vowel in the first syllable and a long vowel or final consonant cluster in the 
second (cf. Kuryłowicz 1952), e.g. cenjáu ‘shadow’, dobə̀tk ‘livestock’, nocní ‘nocturnal’, 
inst.pl.  vosmí ‘axes’, loc.pl. vosàx, from where it spread to koscaní ‘bony’, rąkamí 
‘hands’, břegamí ‘banks’, etc. The same distribution is found in northern Kashubian (cf. 
Lorentz 1925: 92-105, Topolińska 1961: 108, 277). Since southern Kashubian has word-
initial stress, like Czech and Slovak, this raises the question whether Polish developed 
penultimate stress by generalization after sharing the Pomoranian retractions or secon-
darily after a period with initial stress shared with its western and southern neighbors, 
as is usually assumed (e.g. Stieber 1958: 44). 
The principal question regarding the fixation of the stress on the initial syllable in 
West Slavic languages is whether it resulted from successive retractions of the stress to-
ward the beginning of the word or from the development of an original delimitative 
accent which became the primary stress in the course of time, perhaps under German 
or Hungarian infuence. There are several indications that the latter view is correct. First 
of all, the Pannonian dialect of the Kiev Leaflets has a long vowel in plǟnъ ‘captivity’ 
and svę̄tŷ ‘holy’ but a short vowel in gen.sg. tlese ‘body’, which is in agreement with 
Serbo-Croatian plȉjen, svȇt, tjeles-, also non-initial stress in inst.sg. tvoéǫ̈ (2×), gen.pl. 
tvoíxъ (2×) ‘your’, 2nd sg. veselīši ‘gladden’, imp. zaščití nŷ ‘protect us’, sъtvorí nỳ ‘make 
us’, utvrьdí nỳ ‘confirm us’, but initial accentuation in vь́semogŷ, vь́semogȳi ‘almighty’, 
pl. dóstoini, dóstoiny ‘worthy’, inst.sg. óbrazъmь ‘image’, loc.sg. īnokosti ‘wandering’, all 
of which are polysyllabic, rather complex words. It seems probable to me that these are 
the earliest examples of the initial accentuation which we find in Slovak (cf. Kortlandt 
1980). They cannot have arisen from a phonetic retraction of the stress. 
The accentual system of the Kiev Leaflets is strongly reminiscent of the Podravian 
dialects discussed by Hamm (1949, cf. also Ivić 1952) and Klaić (1936), which inciden-FREDERIK KORTLANDT  14 
tally have an inst.sg. ending -em instead of South Slavic -om and preserve original šć, žđ. 
In these dialects, which did not share the neoštokavian retraction of the stress, there is a 
long falling vowel in grȃd ‘city’, prȃvda ‘justice’, lȃđica ‘little ship’, niskȇ ‘low’, gen.pl. 
svatōvȃ ‘wedding guests’, a long rising vowel in pĩšem (=píšem) ‘I write’, smejãla 
(=smejála) ‘she laughed’, krãlj je došo (=králj) ‘the king has come’, and a short vowel in 
stolȉca (=stolìca) ‘chair’, plātȉti (=plātìti) ‘to pay’, rūkȁ me boli (=rūkà) ‘my hand aches’. 
When a phrase ends in a syllable with a long rising or short vowel, the last word re-
ceives initial stress with a falling tone on a long vowel, e.g. žȅna ‘woman’, ȁntūn ‘An-
thony’, došo je krȃlj, boli me rûka, where the accent of rûka stands for a falling tone fol-
lowed by a trace of the original final stress: rȗkȁ, similarly imp. pîši = pȋšȉ for pīšȉ ‘write’, 
krâdi for krādȉ ‘steal’, pîsmo for pīsmȍ ‘letter’, also mȕškārȁc for muškārȁc je dȍšo, ali 
cȉgānka je kāzȁla ‘the man came but the gypsy woman said’ and svīrȁće tȁmburãš for 
tamburãš će svīrȁti ‘the mandolinist will play’, with the main stress on the initial syllable 
of the word. Klaić emphasizes the difference between gen.sg. sȅljâka for seljākȁ (b) 
‘peasant’ and cȉgānka (a) and between ȕ Beničânce for u Beničāncȅ (b) ‘to B.’ and u 
Šljȉvošēvce (a) ‘to Š.’. It is clear that the initial accentuation did not arise from a phonetic 
retraction of the stress but developed as an autonomous word-initial boundary signal. 
A similar system with double accentuation is found in southern Polish dialects 
around Nowy Targ and in the Polish and Slovak dialects along the river Orava (cf. To-
polińska 1961: 86-89). These dialects can have both initial and penultimate stress co-
occurring in the same word, e.g. Żdżar na Spiszu òpsadzòne ‘planted’, zàrobìla ‘(she) 
earned’. Here again, the double accentuation points to two different origins of the 
stress, the initial accent reflecting a boundary signal and the penultimate accent origi-
nating from a general retraction of the stress from final syllables. The similarity with the 
systems of the Kiev Leaflets and the Podravian dialects can hardly be accidental. 
In Polabian we find the following developments (cf. Kortlandt 1989b, also Kury-
łowicz 1955 and Lehr-Spławiński 1963). The stress was retracted from a short vowel in a 
final syllable and a newly stressed short vowel in an open syllable was lengthened, e.g. 
/ťösă/ ‘scythe’ < *kosà, /ťåmă/ ‘darkness’ < *tьmà, /voisĕk/ ‘above’ < *vysòkъ, /zaŕăl/ 
‘saw’ < *zьrlъ, where /ă/ and /ĕ/ represent reduced vowels. The stress was not retracted 
from a long vowel, e.g. gen.pl. /büďüv/ ‘gods’ < *bogóvъ, where the vowel of the final 
syllable was not reduced. After the retraction of the stress, all vowels were reduced to /ă/ 
and /ĕ/ when the preceding syllable contained a long vowel, e.g. /kraidlĕ/ ‘wing’ < 
*krīdlò, /viľă/ ‘will’ < *vôlja, /bjolĕ/ ‘white’ < *blъjь, fem. /bjolă/ < *blaja. Acute and 
circumflex vowels were short, e.g. /zaitü/ ‘grain’ < *žìto, /paivü/ ‘beer’ < *pȋvo, /jaiďü/ 
‘yoke’ < *jь̏go, /såpol/ ‘slept’ < *sъ̏palъ, without vowel reduction in the final syllable. 
While the retraction of the stress clearly preceded the loss of jers in initial syllables, pre-
tonic jers were subsequently lost, e.g. /celă/ ‘bee’ < *bъčelà, /ceră/ ‘yesterday’ < *vьčerà, 
/srebrü/ ‘silver’ < *sьrebrò. However, the evidence also points to fixation of the stress on 
the initial syllable of polysyllabic word forms, where the vowel was never reduced, e.g. 
/risetĕ/ ‘sieve’ < *rešetò, /slüvesă/ ‘words’ < *slovesà, /ťüľonai/ ‘knees’ < *kolni, /ziľozü/ 
‘iron’ < *želzo, but was rather lengthened under the stress, as is clear from the vowel 
reduction in the second syllable of /komănåi/ ‘oven’ < *kàmeny, /joďădåi/ ‘berries’ < 
*jàgody, /citvărü/ ‘four’ < *čȅtvero, /vå xlăde/ ‘in the cool’ < *vъ̏ xoldä. The lengthening WEST SLAVIC ACCENTUATION  15
did not take place before a long vowel in the following syllable, e.g. /jauzaină/ ‘dinner’ < 
*jùžīna, /zojącă/ ‘hares’ < *zàję̄ce, but it did in /vistăraică/ ‘lizard’ < *jšćerīca, 
/aiďălonă/ ‘done’ < *ùdälānoje. The fixation of the stress on the initial syllable fore-
stalled the loss of the jer in /pasinaică/ ‘wheat’ < *pьšeníca but not in /celă/ ‘bee’ and 
/ceră/ ‘yesterday’ and must therefore have been more recent than the retraction of the 
stress in the latter words. As in the case of the Kiev Leaflets and the Podravian, Slovak 
and Polish dialects cited above, the rise of initial accentation in polysyllables was an 
autonomous development and did not result from a phonetic retraction of the stress in 
Polabian. 
For Slovincian I have established the following relative chronology (1978a: 77f.): (1) 
retraction of the stress from a final syllable to a preceding long vowel, (2) retraction of 
the stress from a final syllable in word forms of more than two syllables, which gave rise 
to the accent patterns of nagùota ‘nakedness’, acc. nàgotą (cf. Dybo 1968: 162) and jìe-
zoro ‘lake’, pl. jezùora, (3) analogical retraction of the stress in those forms of polysyl-
labic words with fixed stress on the syllable preceding the ending where the mobile type 
stressed the initial syllable, giving rise to the accent patterns of robùota ‘work’, acc. 
rùobotą and kùolano ‘knee’, pl. kolàna, (4) retraction of the stress from short vowels in 
final open syllables, e.g. rą̀ka ‘hand’, pùola ‘fields’, pjìla ‘(she) drank’, bə̀la ‘(she) was’, 
(5) rise of final -à < *-àla, e.g. nabrà ‘(she) gathered’, darovà ‘(she) gave’, and rise of fi-
nal stress in such forms as břegamí ‘banks’, (6) analogical retraction of the stress in such 
forms as přìepjila ‘(she) spent on drinking’, (7) generalization of accentual mobility in 
the l-participle of stems in -i-, -a-, -ną-, (8) analogical retraction of the stress in case 
forms of polysyllabic a-stems. This chronology can be compared with the following list 
of isoglosses from south to north which divide the Kashubian linguistic area into two 
(cf. Topolińska 1961: 277): A. generalized initial accentuation in the south, B. mobile 
stress in cèlę ‘calf’, pl. celę̀ta, rèmję ‘arm’, pl. remjòna in the north, C. mobile stress in 
dàrəję ‘I give’, 2nd sg. darə̀ješ, pòmogę ‘I help’, 2nd sg. pomòžeš in the north, D. mobile 
stress in gòdzəna ‘hour’, inst. godzə̀nǫ, kòsəsko ‘scythe handle’, pl. kosə̀ska in the north, 
E. mobile stress in robòta ‘work’, acc. ròbotę in the north, F. mobile stress in mòřəł ‘har-
assed’, fem. mořə̀ła in the north, G. final stress in such adjectives and adverbs as nocní 
‘nocturnal’, koscaní ‘bony’, fčorǻ ‘yesterday’ in the north, H. final stress in cęžǻ ‘weight’, 
rolǻ ‘field’ in the north, J. mobile stress in imperatives such as cìgńi ‘pull’, pl. cigńìta in 
the north, K. mobile stress in šùkåł ‘sought’, fem. šukàła, cìgnǫł, fem. cignę̀ła, daròvał, 
fem. darovàła in the north. It appears that the accentual developments spread from the 
north to the south: the isoglosses B-F originated from the analogical retraction of the 
stress in polysyllabic words (3), G-J from the retraction of the stress from final short 
vowels (4) and the accent shift to final long vowels (5), and K from the generalization of 
accentual mobility in the l-participle (7). It follows that the fixation of the stress on the 
initial syllable of the word did not result from successive retractions of the stress but 
was an autonomous innovation which came from the south and interrupted the devel-
opments which spread from the north. We may therefore assume that at an earlier stage 
initial accentuation was general in Małopolska, Silesia and Wielkopolska but did not 
reach Pomerania. Since the penultimate stress of modern Polish can easily be explained 
by phonetic retractions of the stress from a final syllable to a preceding long vowel (1), FREDERIK KORTLANDT  16 
from a final syllable in word forms of more than two syllables (2), and from final short 
vowels (4), without the analogical extensions found in Slovincian and northern Ka-
shubian, it is attractive to assume that it represents the original Mazovian system and 
that it spread with the rise of Warsaw as a center of Polish culture. If this is correct, 
there was an old isogloss separating southwestern Polish, which like Czech and Slovak 
had adopted initial accentuation, and northeastern Polish, where accentual mobility 
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